







A PROPOSAL FOR AN ISOMORPH DICTiONARY 
A. ROSS ECKLER 
Morristown, New Jersey 
Specialized dictionaries are becoming an increasingly important 
tool for the serious logologist. Martin Gardner, in his 111 Mathemati­
cal Games 11 column in Scientific American for November 1965, cited 
Nicholas Temperley' s proposal that devotees of wordplay produce an 
anagram dictionary. (Apparently he was unaware of Charles Haert­
zen I s Ve st- Pocket Anagram Dictionary, published by Follett in 
1964.) A second dictionary of logological value is one that lists 
words in reverse-alphabetical order. Several of these exist, the 
most readily available being John Walker I s The Rhyming Dictionary 
of the English Language, fir st published nearly 200 year sago (I 
have the Dutton 1936 edition). and the most extensive being the Norm­
al and Rever se English Word List compiled at the Univer sHy of 
Pennsylvania under an Air Force Contract, and is sued in 1963. 
Although Haertzen and Walker leave much to be desired from 
the standpoint of comprehensivene s s, they at least exist, and serve 
as models for future improvements. It is the purpose of this article 
to de scribe in outline a specialized dictionary which doe s not exist, 
and which would have at least equal usefulne s s. Two words are said 
to be isomorphs if they contain the same letter"-pattern; for exam­
pIe, EXCESS and BAMBOO both have the pattern acdabb. I propose 
that a dictionary be created which das sifie s words into isomorphic 
groups. 
Let us examine in more detail what thi s implies. Two-letter 
words have two isomorphic groups, characterized by aa and ab; 
three-letter words have five isomorphic groups J characterized by 
aaa, aa~, aba, baa and ab~. In general, the number of isomorphic 
groups for words of various lengths are specified by the (E. T. ) 
Bell numbers, well-known to mathematicians working in the field of 
combinatorics. The number of groups as sociated with words of 4, 
5,6,7,8,9, la, •.. letters are 15,52,203,877,4140,21147, 
115975, ... By the time one gets to nine or ten-letter words, the 
number of isomorphic groups equals or exceeds the number of 
words (of course, some groups will have many words and other s 
will have none). On the other hand, four-letter words have only 
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15 groups and the number of words in some of these groups will be 
many thousands. 
In order to make the isomorph dictionary more manageable, it 
must be modified -- isomorphic groups for short words must be sub­
divided, and isomorphic groups for long words must be clustered. 
(Ideall y, one might like to have group size s of ten to one hundred 
words.) Vowels (a,e,i,o,u) and consonants play fundamental roles 
in words; for example, almost all English word.s contain at least 
one vowel, and furthermore almost all syllable s contain at least one 
vowel (exceptions include rhythm and dirndl). Therefore, it seems 
natural to subdivide isomorphic groups into subgroups in which all 
words have vowels and consonants in the same positions; for exam­
pIe, BEER and FOOD but not BEER and EGGS. Thus I isomorphic 
groups with words consisting of k different letter s will subdivide into 
2k subgroups (each different letter can be either a vowel or a conso­
nant). Thus, words of two letters have 6 vowel-consonant iso­
morphs; words of three letters, 22 vowel-consonant isomorphs; 
words of four letter s) 94; and so on. 
On the other hand, isomorphic groups can be clustered into ana­
gramrnatic isomorphs -- that is, sets of isomorphic groups having 
patterns that are anagrams of each other, Words are then clas sHied 
by how many different letter s appear singly, doubly, triply, etc. in 
theIr,., For example, PRESIDENTS and DEPARTM.ENT are in the 
same anagramlnatic isomorphic group because they both contain six 
different letters singly and two different letters doubly. However, 
they are not in the same isomorphic group because the twice-used 
letters are not in the same relative positions in the two words. The 
number of anagramm.atic isomorphic groups of k letters is the same 
as the number of different ways k letters can be partitioned into sub­
groups; for words of 4,5,6,7,8,9,10, ..• letters the number of 
anagrammatic isomorphic groups is 5,7, 11,15,22,30,42, ... 
The das sification system of an isomorph dictionary can be sug­
gested by presenting a sampler of the 94 theoretically-possible vowe1­
consonant isomorphic groups of four-letter words, the 203 theoreti­
cally-pos sible isomorphic groups of six-letter words, and the 42 
theoretically-possible anagramITlatic isomorphic groups of ten-letter 
wor ds. Words have been taken from the Second and Thl rd Editions 
of Webster I s Unabridged Dictionary, unles s otherwise identified. 













































ITCH, MESH, STUN, 
ATOM, ALSO. "'TEAK, 
IOTA. UREA, ROUE 
THRU 
MATE, SHOE 
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II	 abcb - --- ASKS, MERE, SH..A.H 
abcc ---- ----J PUTT, TREE 
abca ---- ELSE, TENT, THAT 
abbe - --- EGGS, BEER, ---­
abac ---- IRIS, LILT, - --­
I:	 aabc ---- EELS, ----, ---­
abab ----, DODO, ADAD, 




----, EESE, ----, ---­
abaa 
----. LULL, EPEE, ---­
baaa 
I	 aaaa 






























RAIA, USES, IODO 
----, OGEE, ---­
DEAD, AREA, EASE 
OilS, ABBE, -- -­
RARE, OBOE,EYES 
















































































































































































































































































































-ed or -i 














































































Finally I how is such a dictionary to be generated? Webster IS 
Unabridged Dictionary ( Second Edltion) is available on magnetic 
tape I so that a computer program could in princ iple be written to 
sort out all words into their appropriate groups. (A top-flight 
programmer could probably hold the sorting cost below one thousand 
dollars I but the costs of program:ner time and debugging must be 
added to this.) However I It should be remembered that Webster IS 
(like all other dictionaries) does not bother to list the plurals of 
words if they pluralize -s or -es, or certain verb forms such as 
-ed or -ing. These must be added by hand to the list (a tedious 
task) I or else the computer must be pr ogrammed to automatically 
pluralize all nouns and add appropriate endings to all verbs (the 
incorrect words resulting from this operation must be removed by 
hand, an equally tedious task) . 
